
BBC Mundo and Latin America: A commented Bibliography 

Even though the BBC ended its radio broadcasts in Spanish for Latin America more than seven 
years ago, the presence of the British media machinery is still palpable on the region. The 
service was discontinued on February 2011, after 73 years it first went on air with a mission 
'to counter propaganda from Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy on the eve of World War II'.1 
Nevertheless, the suspension of the broadcast did not mean the disappearance of the BBC 
for Spanish speaking audiences. BBC Mundo continued its online-based reporting and it is, 
until today, a significant player in the media ecosystem of Latin America and the Hispanic 
world in general.  

 As it is a cultural producer that has been around since the late 1990s, reaching a 
monthly audience of nearly 20 million people by 2016, the activity of BBC Mundo is not free 
of interrogation.2 Specially since it shares the halo of journalistic objectivity and impartiality 
the World Service of the BBC generally enjoys, even when for the most of its life was financed 
directly by the British government, and for the past four years depends mainly – as the rest 
of the BBC – on a TV license fee paid by the British public. Like other scholarship has pointed 
out, the need to question the World Service originates in that, contrary to popular belief, it is 
a British institution that does not remains 'free of self-interest'.3 An exploration of the 
manifold impacts of BBC Mundo in Latin America is needed because, likewise, its presence in 
the Hispanic sphere is neither free of interests nor of consequences.  

 It is the need for researching the relationship between the BBC and Latin America 
what drives this commented bibliography. What follows here is an attempt to catalogue some 
relevant scholarship to consider when the goal is interrogating the activities of BBC Mundo 
and its multiple ramifications in the Latin American cultural field. Although some works 
mentioned include more pragmatic perspectives of the BBC's World Service and its business, 
this review is chiefly concerned with works that provide insights into the cultural 
understanding of its activity, with a particular focus on language. It is at the heart of this 
overview to shed some light on the ways in which BBC Mundo makes of use of Spanish to 
communicate the Latin American world, both internally and for Spanish speakers all around 
the world.  

 Although there is a considerable body of work exploring the BBC's World Service, this 
review highlights a lack of research centred on Latin America. One of the biggest projects 
evaluating the World Service is the AHRC-funded 'Tuning In: Researching Diasporas at the BBC 
World Service'. From 2007 to 2011, it investigated why and how 'certain diaspora groups 
connect with their home countries via the BBC World Service' categorizing it as a contact zone 
for diaspora engagement. It had regional focuses on Greater Middle East and South Asia, 
leaving Latin America mostly overlook. However, many of the outcomes of this investigation 
are useful to begin to grasp the complex relationship between the region and BBC Mundo, 
and it is a starting point both to think about it and to problematize it. 
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